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multinational organizations engaged in similar activities
internally, it may not be far from the truth to assert that
the acquisition of human resource has acquired an
unprecedented centrality for India Inc and perhaps
accorded HR a new visibility and calling.  While this may
call for a celebration of sorts with HR finally receiving a
seat at the table inasmuch as it plays a stellar role in the
acquisition of one of the most vital organizational
resource, it is early days yet to declare that talent
acquisition can be a strategic activity or have strategic
import. Atleast, if common perception is any indication,
in some quarters recruiting is still considered a no-
brainer. Besides, it doesn't help that professional
certification and training in the area is still in its infancy.
Add to this the poor understanding recruiting personnel
have of basic HR practices and systems not to mention
ignorance of technological and operational
advancements in the field of recruiting globally. In many
ways then, recruiting in India represents an activity that
is crying for standards, benchmarks and best practices.

Whereas there are many aspects to recruiting from
sending out a job requisition to closing a candidate that
need close attention and analysis, perhaps interviewing
takes the cake as the most important recruiting activity
needing urgent address. This is so because candidate

W ith more than 150,000 professionals
(rough estimate) involved directly or
indirectly in the hiring industry in
India and a large population of HR
professionals in local and

The case for a competency-
based recruiting system,
particularly, competency-
driven interviewing process,
cannot but become more
urgent and important at
this juncture for India Inc.
as recruiters of every hue
and hiring teams with
varying tools converge upon
the recruiting table to assess
and evaluate candidate fit
largely on the basis of face-
to-face interviews, and to
overcome issues like poor
fit, retention, diversity, etc.
despite the challenges of
rolling it out to the larger
community of practitioners
including line managers.
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candidate and job, are asked. For the record, global
research on the accuracy of unstructured interviews vis-
à-vis that of other recruiting tools shows, it is hardly
accurate 80% of the time.

To compound matters, given the pressures to recruit
rapidly, recruiting teams are forced into overdrive mode
and end up cutting the wrong corners. There is practically
little effort spent in generating a competency based job
profile and developing competency based interview
questions simply because there is no time. Little wonder
then, that most of our workshop respondents found
'speed of hire' to be a critical recruiting metric than
'quality of hire'.

 Interestingly, whereas Return on Investment (ROI)
analysis of recruiting related practices and processes is
largely focused on measuring 'time to hire' and 'cost of
hire', hiring managers do not seem to be keeping a check
on the effectiveness of the hiring method. At a time when
poor hiring decisions cost companies not only high
turnover but heavy replacement costs, these checks can
result in tremendous savings for organizations. Consider
the case of measuring interviewing ROI. With fewer
reliable assessments to depend on, organizations are
down to traditional interviewing - the most ubiquitous
assessment technique and perhaps, the most abused. If
hiring decisions are to a large extent determined on the
basis of face-to-face interviewing, a clear charter for the
hiring team is to demonstrate the value of the method

Resume ratings 5 to 15%
Unstructured interviews 15% to 20%
Reference checks 20 to 24%
Panel interviews 30 to 35%
Validated personality tests 35 to 45%
Cognitive ability tests 50 to 55%
Structured behavior-based interviews 50 to 55%
Ability  test + structured interview 60 to 65%
Ability test + work simulation 65 to 70%

Source: Human Capital Institute

5 - Always (100%)

4 - Mostly  (75%)

3 - Sometimes  (50%)

4 - Rarely (25%)

1 - Never (<25%)

Response
Percent

52.6%

36.8%

10.5%

0.0%

0.0%

Final satisfaction of candidates rests to a
large extent on the face-to-face interview

selection to a large extent rests on the face-to-face
interview. A survey of over 30 workshop attendees
representing a wide swathe of industries in India showed
that for a clear majority, the interview represented the
final selection touchstone.

 Interestingly, it is a rather well-known fact that relying
exclusively on the interview method can be a risky
proposition. This is because in a majority of cases,
interviewing is of the unstructured variety where
questions hardly designed to explore the fit between
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vis-à-vis other interviewing techniques.
It is by far a commonly held perception that a

traditional interview is not even 20% accurate and that in
conventional forms of interviewing, it takes only 10
minutes for interviewers to form a positive or negative
impression. Focused competency-based interviewing, on
the contrary, introduces a new science, rigor and
structure to the art of interviewing. They not only
transform interviewing into a viable, systematic and
planned process but also considerably improve the
prospects of making an informed and wise hiring
decision. In fact research vindicates that a good number
of firms globally, are making the switch to a competency-
based interviewing.

As a matter of fact, even as industries continue to
depend on interviewing, the attention paid to creating
great interviewers through targeted training is scant. It is
now clearly known that great recruiters hire great talent
and that there are a specific set of competencies that all
great recruiters share. More specifically, these recruiters
have particular interviewing skills that help in the
identification of talented hires. The challenge for
companies today is to develop not only sound recruiting
capability but also develop strong interviewing potential
in-house.

However, given the shift in responsibilities that HR
has undergone, there exists a unique challenge before
companies even as they try solving the problem of
developing interviewer competencies. Over the years,
interviewing has moved from being dubbed as a
traditional HR domain to a Line Manger's responsibility.

applicants jointly with either an HR generalist
(52%) or a recruitment specialist (19%).

Given these challenges, it becomes paramount
to address the twin problems of developing
Competency-Based Interviewing competencies
in the organization and equip Line Management
with these competencies so that they can quickly
transition into their new responsibilities smoothly
and effectively. However, this is easier said than
done. Line Managers may tend to look at
competency-based interviewing techniques as
HR mumbo-jumbo if they are not introduced to
a competency-based understanding of job roles
or at the very least convinced of the effectiveness

of the technique. Our experience shows that where HR
itself is ignorant of competencies and competency
models, it becomes an uphill task to educate line
management in the same. And it is not just the language
used to describe behavior indicators for any competency
that is too intimidating and at times confusing. The
practice of coding candidate answers and slotting them
under appropriate behavior indicators, measuring the
strength of the competency on the basis of frequency of
a particular response, analyzing the response sheet at
the end of the exercise and evaluating overall response -
all basic steps followed while conducting a competency-
based interviewing, requires more practice and time than
is generally made available to line management.

A critical development impacting the popularization
of competency-based interviewing methods is the over-
reliance on other methods for screening candidates,
especially in volume scenarios. A new fad on the hiring
horizon in India is the growing use of assessment tests.
An Economic Times article (IT HR tool becoming
recruitment benchmark 14 Jul, 2007, Writankar
Mukherjee) highlighting this trend claims that as per
industry estimate "assessment tools provide nearly 80%
prediction rate for identifying right-fit candidates, 25%
reduction in selection days and 30% reduction in
interview time." In other words, one of the guiding
propositions for the selection of a testing tool is its
reduction in interview time. Be that as it may, what is
most intriguing is the touted predictive validity of these
assessment tools in finding the right candidates. In an
industry where ROI analysis in terms of success of hire

And if latest research is any
evidence (See Chart below), Line
Managers are increasingly bearing
the burden of interviewing.

Research based on a survey by
Employment Review shows that HR
practitioners are involved in three-
quarters (74%) of all job interviews
but in two-thirds (66%) of
interviews, it is down to line
managers to take the lead. The
survey based on 234 organizations,
which together have more than
750,000 employees, found that the
most common approach is for line
managers to interview job

Research by Personnel Today's sister publication, Employment Review, 22 May 2007

Success of hiring method

Time to hire

Cost of hire

Quality of  hire

Tenure of hire

Performance of hire

Source of hire

Response
Percent

22.2%

77.8%

61.1%

50.0%

27.8%

38.9%

33.3%

Recruiting ROI is calculated in terms of:

Research by Personnel Today's sister publication, Employment Review. 22 May 2007
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based on recruitment method (interview Vs.
psychometric) is still to take root, it seems quite odd that
the hiring community and test providers should close all
debate by suggesting that assessment tools are the
panacea for lengthy and cumbersome interviewing
processes and that such tools can bring in far better
candidates quickly. As a matter of fact, assessment centers
that use a battery of tests to identify competencies are
known to have greater predictive validity than simple

Who takes part in job interviews?

cognitive ability and personality tests. More importantly,
structured interviews form part and parcel of such
assessment set-ups. The idea is not to use tests in isolation
but in tandem with the interview method. For
organizations that are drowned in resumes everytime
they advertise jobs, psychometric tests may prove to be
an expedient measure but not the right one if they end
up screening out the right candidates and shortlisting
the wrong ones.

The growing trend to embrace psychometric tests to
bypass unwanted candidate interviews and shorten the
interview process is not the only major hurdle hurting
the popularization of competency-based interviewing
methods. By and large, people tend to perceive the whole
process as impractical and time consuming. In fact a
common refrain heard in line circles is that the entire
approach smacks of a strong academic orientation. While
it is difficult to agree with such perceptions when one
considers the global trend towards adopting competency
based interviewing models and the impressive ROI that
several companies have been gaining from such methods,
it may not be as challenging to understand why such
charges are leveled.  For line, caught in the flux of
everyday operational humdrum, the interview is perhaps
an unwanted operational necessity mandated by the HR
department. And if the nature of the relationship
between Line and HR is any indication, there is a very
limited role HR can play to influence process buy-in. Of
course, it doesn't help if HR is itself ignorant of the critical
role competency-based HR can play.  For all ideas of a
competency-based interviewing are vacuous unless
preceded by a basic understanding of competencies -
the critical knowledge, skill, attitude based ingredients
that can be used to define roles in an organization.  Our

52%

HR generalist
& line manager

2%

HR recruitment
specialist alone

2%

HR generalist
alone

26%

Line manager
alone 19%

HR recruitment specialist
& line manager
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workshop attendees, a good number of them from the
HR function, have regularly reported their inability to
promote a competency-based understanding of roles
and jobs. It was not surprising therefore, to find, an
overwhelming majority of survey participants reporting
that they do not employ a competency-based
understanding of job roles in screening candidate fit.

It may seem rather indirect, but in many ways, the
lack of a rigorous competency based recruitment
framework, not to forget competency-based interviewing,
seems to have also aggravated the so-called "war for
talent".  The available pool of employees to source from
seems to be dwindling by the day. Of course, we need to
ask ourselves what is the typical profile of this depleting
talent resource. Is this pool markedly ahead on
intelligence or on competence from the rest who are yet
to be a part of it? Some of the heartening innovation in
the area of recruiting is happening inside companies that
have understood David McClelland's - pioneer of
competency-based assessment and tests since the 1960s,
call to hire not for intelligence but competence. In a
sense such companies have discovered that they need
not source talent from the tier 1 or tier 2 pockets of the
country. Their recruiting plans if any are limited to picking
up average talent who do not grace the portals of some
of the best institutions of learning in the country and
developing them on desirable competencies.
Interestingly, resourcing professionals in the country may
find some inspiration from what the Rajasthan Royals
team achieved at the recently concluded Indian Premier
League. Since the team could not afford the more
established and therefore, the more widely in-demand
talent, they chose to focus on untapped local and
international talent following perhaps, a basic tenet of
intelligent sourcing - hire for potential than demonstrated
performance alone. Incidentally, this still seems to be
the mantra for atleast a good number of the resourcing
professionals we surveyed. However, it is difficult to
imagine if recruiters can put this framework into practice
without a competency-based understanding of roles and
competency-based interviewing.

Latinos pass the test, as compared with 86 percent of
white employees. (FedEx, Workers Reach $55 Million Deal
on Racial Claims by Matthew Hirsch, www.law.com). As
a matter of fact, a UC-Berkeley psychology professor
brought in by the attorneys showed that the test was not
a valid measure for success on the job.

In India the debate on the infusion of a new workforce
on the basis of caste/economic background has been
caught in a stalemate between those who claim that such
populist measures by the state will hurt the efficiency of
private industry and those who maintain that the
efficiency argument is meant to deflect the real issue.
Unfortunately, it is true that the efficiency rider has been
put in an awkward fashion so far. An all too common
refrain is how can private industry retain its competitive
edge through affirmative action when instead, industry
should ask how it can augment its competitive edge
through such measures. Indeed, for many global Indian
firms, discrimination may not have been conscious but
systemic involving poor choice of recruiting channels,
lack of rigorous testing procedures, shabby employment
screening methodologies and preference for candidates
showing a level of cultural intelligence and smartness
that is consistent with prevailing organizational employee
culture. Perhaps, a competency based framework may
offer the Indian recruiting community a fighting chance
of defending its practices should it ever be dragged into
explaining itself.

The case for a competency based understanding of
job roles and for assessing candidate fit needs to be built
afresh not only because of its promise to provide a more
diverse and rich talent pool but also for its ability to pick
up talent that may otherwise be screened out by the
system. The authors remember the case of a crane
operator who in the course of a Behavior Event Interview
conducted in Hindi shared his experience of reducing
cycle time of operations on the factory floor from 14
hours to 9 hours through process innovation. When asked
to explain the way in which he achieved the feat, the
operator explained that he spent extra time after office
hours using the net on the office system to google for
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Traditional forms of hiring and recruiting have
long been challenged in various courts of law in
the developed world on the grounds that they are
discriminatory and exclusive in nature. Fedex is
still reeling from the $55 million settlement in a
racial discrimination lawsuit last year. At the heart
of the issue was the use of a "Basic Skills Test" for
promoting employees to high-paying and
desirable jobs. Attorneys in the case could show
that only 47 percent of blacks and 62 percent of

Interviewing methods in India have never
invited public scrutiny because the recruiting
community here unlike their peers in the US and
Europe have never been bothered by the bugbear
of diversity hiring and affirmative action.
However, with calls for making the great Indian
workforce more inclusive becoming more and
more strident, particularly in government
quarters, we foresee future challenges in the way
India Inc designs and conducts interviews.

5 - Always (100%)

4 - Mostly (75%)

3 - Sometimes (50%)

2 - Rarely (25%)

1 - Never (<25%)

Response
Percent

10.5%

36.8%

42.1%

  5.3%

  5.3%

Competency-based hiring involving competency profiles
& competency maps are used to fill job vacancies:

5 - Always (100%)

4 - Mostly (75%)

3 - Sometimes (50%)

2 - Rarely (25%)

1 - Never (<25%)

Response
Percent

52.8%

26.3%

21.1%

  0.0%

  0.0%

While hiring, adequate stress is placed on a candidate’s
demonstrated capabilities and potential to perform
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information related to his sphere of work. Over a course
of time he had a pool of best practices collated from
studying various practices at similar locations across the
globe, to share with his superior. Fortunately for him,
the system had a framework in place to quickly act on
his suggestions and bring about the desired innovation.
This is not an isolated case of talent recognition. We have
come across numerous instances where enterprises have
acted quickly to recognize talent internally and not hold
their lack of an educational background, sophistication
or even experience against them.  It is a paradox of sorts
that when enterprises take pains to recognize talent
internally and reward them, they do not extend the same
logic to creating a recruiting system that will recognize
and bring in such talent from the general pool of active
and passive candidates.

If popular compensation surveys for the Asia Pac
region are to be believed, Indian companies have been
facing wage hikes year on year for the last 4 years in a
row.  Successive wage rises, realistically speaking, put
more pressures on the organization's capacity to source
and retain talent. It would not be far from the truth to
suggest that the absence of adequate and rigorous
screening mechanisms have also inadvertently
contributed to the rise of a workforce that is more
difficult to retain. A competency-based hiring model
allows organizations to check for employee attitudes
towards jobs and rewards to asses not just job fit but also
organization fit especially in the context of the
organization's culture of rewarding talent. In the case of
one Indian company the authors have worked with,
recruiting filters designed to screen out typical high-fliers
- candidates with aspirations for fast-track growth,
enabled the firm to source talent that would stay and
contribute. Incidentally, the strategy did not lead to a
compromise on quality of talent joining the organization
even when there was a trade-off in terms of not being
able to afford the ones really-in-demand. The point the
organization seemed to be making to candidates was:
join us not for the money alone we can offer you but for
the quality of work and life we provide. Interestingly, the
firm has managed to achieve a retention rate of 97%.

There exists a strong business case for enlisting a
competency based recruiting mechanism that fully
leverages the value of a competency-based interviewing
method. However, this needs to be defined on a case-to-
case basis. At the very least, companies in India need to
quickly and actively work with their recruiting partners
and hiring teams to determine a competency-based
mechanism to source talent and ensure the processes
and operations they enlist can stand scrutiny and more
importantly, deliver the right talent. When that happens,
the innovative crane operator that the authors
interviewed or the members of the Rajasthan Royals
team will not be cited as exceptional accidental discovery
but just the talent a fantastic sourcing plan and process
was expected to find.
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